Let (q, T t P) be a given probability space, and let X = jx(t) : t ^ oj be a real stochastic process defined on (Q,*, P).
We introduce the following notations:
T =<0, oo ) t 2> R -the Borel 6-field of the real line R. A function : T n xR n xTx£ R <0,1> is called' the conditional transition probability of X if for every multiindex t and for every B e U-g we have Definition.,
[l] The process X is called a quasi,-diffusion process if for every natural number n, every * n , and i >0 we haves
lim h h|0
Assume that y : H --R is a fonction satisfying the following conditions:
there exists a partition -<*> = c < c^ < ... < of the real line R such that y'(x) t 0 for all X 6 (C ; j_ 1 , Cjj ), j = 1.. .N.
Let K denote the family of all functions gr : R --R satisfying the conditions (3), (4). In particular every polynomial of degree > 1 belongs to K.
We shall prove the following theorem. Theorem. Let y belong to K and let X be a given quasi-diffusion process. We assume that there exist densities of all finite dimentional distributions of X. Then Y = 2r(X) is the q uasi-diff usion process too.
Proof. We put
Let n be a fixed natural number and let g t be the denn sity of X(t n ). We define the new density g. as follows
where g*. =
• We assume first that n = 1. In the case n > 1 the proof is analogous. Let t 1 , y^ be the fixed numbers of T and R respectively. We can assume that (y 1 ) 2» 0. Otherwise the conditions (5) (6) are obvious. Example . Let X =j X(t): t e tJ be the deterministic process such that X(t) e cMT). Then X is a quasi-diffusion process with the following infinitesimal moments.
X'(t n ) if X(t ± ) = x ± for every i=1,2,...,n 0 in the other case a n (t n>*n> = Let 3T be the function for which right hand side derivative. Then have to exist':
does not exist the first the following limit does not lim h -1 J* (y 2 -yi 1 P 1 »7i ït 1 +h,dy 2 )
(P^ is the conditional transition probability of Y = jr(X)), Hence in general Y = 2f(X) is not quasi-diffusion process.
